REFERENCE STYLE  CHICAGO MANUAL OF STYLE  author date

Full guide

In-text citation

**Direct citation**

**Single author**
O’Quigley (2000, 9-15)

**Two authors**
Greenland and Maldonado (1994)

**Three authors**
Robins, Breslow, and Greenland (1986)

**More than two/three authors**
Mantel et al. (1977)

**Series of references**
[order given in manuscript will not be altered]

**Same author group with different years**
Smith et al. (1985, 1986)

**Same author group with same year**
Lawrence and David (2009a, 2009b)

**Author (with same surname and different initials) with same year**
[order given in manuscript will not be altered]
T. H. E. Smith et al. (2003) and A. Smith et al. (2003)

**Single author (multiple articles in different years)**
[order given in manuscript will not be altered]

**Single author (multiple articles in one year)**
[order given in manuscript will not be altered]

**First releases**
Mansfield ([1922] 1993)

**Indirect citation**

**Single author**
(O’Quigley 2000, 9-15)

**Two authors**
(Greenland and Maldonado 1994)

**Three authors**
(Robins, Breslow, and Greenland 1986)

**More than two/three authors**
(Mantel et al. 1977)

**Series of references**
[order given in manuscript will not be altered]

**Same author group with different years**
(Smith et al. 1985, 1986)

**Same author group with same years**
(Lawrence and David 2009a, 2009b)

**Author (with same surname and different initials) with same year**
[order given in manuscript will not be altered]

**Single author (multiple articles in different years)**
(Wald 2019; Wald 2021)

**Single author (multiple articles in one year)**
(Wald 2021a; Wald 2021b)

**First releases**
(Mansfield [1922] 1993)
**Reference type**

**Issue number**
Mandatory

**Author initials**
Expanded, Initial allowed if given in manuscript

**Reference list label/order**
Alphabetical order

DOIs must be provided wherever available. If no DOI is available for a journal or magazine article, the URL and access date must be included, e.g.:

For all documents on the web that do not have a DOI a URL and access date must be provided.
Short URLs (e.g., URLs with bit.ly. tinyurl, shortURL etc.) are not acceptable and the full URL must be provided.

**Punctuation b/w journal title and volume**

**Journal**
https://doi.org/10.5840/ancientphil20163618.

**Journal with supplement/article number**

**et al. usage**
If more than 10 authors only first 7 listed + et al.


**Epub ahead of print (DOI)**

**Journal – in press/forthcoming**

**Book/monograph**

**Book with edition**
Edited book

Edited book with chapter title (and editors)

Book series


Proceedings/Conferences


Electronic publications with DOI

Electronic publications without DOI

[For all documents on the web that do not have a DOI, a URL and access date must be provided.]

Thesis/Dissertation

Report

Patent
Standards

Multiple articles by the same author in one year
[alphabetized by title]


Multiple articles by the same author in different years
[chronologically from old to new]


Websites


Web documents

Database

Cited film works


Social Media Sites

Translations

Special Issues

Translated titles

Corporate publication